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ALGORITHMS FOR DECISION MAKING IN TRANSPORTATION 
SYSTEMS WITH UNCERTAIN KNOWLEDGE 

Jerzy JÓZEFCZYK1, Donat ORSKI1 

Abstract. A two-level transportation system with scheduling of independent, non-preemptive tasks on unrelated moving executors as well as motion control of a group of moving executors performing the tasks is considered. It is substituted by an uncertain one-level system, where execution times of the tasks are not crisp values but they belong to known intervals. In order to solve the problem the robust approach is used which is based on the worst-case relative regret function. The other manufacturing system with transport of a raw material and its distribution among parallel production units is also considered along with the solution algorithm, where uncertain variables are applied. 

1. Introduction 
Transportation systems are an important example of complex operation systems that are composed of operations (tasks, jobs). For such systems that are mainly characterized by execution times, different decision making problems are solved including a task scheduling and an allocation. In the paper first of all the advanced task scheduling problem is presented where it is assumed that the execution times for tasks are not given a priori but they are direct or indirect results of solving the other decision making problems which consist in controlling the execution of tasks under consideration. Taking into account the control of task execution in an operation system makes it more complex on the one hand and closer to real-world applications on the other hand. Complex manufacturing systems like flexible manufacturing systems are the main application area for systems under consideration. In such systems a movement of different elements should be taken into account and, roughly speaking, the movement is the subject of control. The movement of plants to be produced as well as the movement of executors being the performers of technological tasks can be distinguished as the most important cases. The second case is considered. Then each task consists of two parts: driving-up of the executor towards the plant in order to perform the job (transportation task) and the execution of the job to forward the performance of the 
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plant (technological task). Both parts should be controlled. One can easily notice that two decision making sub-problems, i.e. solving the selected task scheduling sub-problem and control of the execution of tasks are interconnected. It is convenient to describe them in the  
 

  
Figure 1. Two-level complex operation system with scheduling of tasks and motion 

control of a group of executors. 

form of a two-level decision making system (Fig. 1). The first sub-problem being the strategic one is placed at the upper level. The thorough consideration concerning the two-level decision making system is given in [3], where different heuristic solution algorithms are described and evaluated via computer simulation. The replacement of the two-level decision making problem by a one-level problem with uncertain knowledge representation is possible as it is indicated in the paper.  The other decision making problem with the uncertain knowledge representation investigated in the Institute of Information Science and Engineering at Wroclaw University of Technology, Poland is also mentioned. It deals with the task allocation in an intelligent transportation system with production units, where for the description of the unknown parameters in models of the operations the uncertain variables are used [2]. 

2. Task scheduling with moving executors and interval processing 
times 

2.1. Problem formulation 

A task is understood like in the scheduling theory but having its own meaning due to the fact that the movement of executors is taken into account. An executor performs tasks at a place called workstation. From among all workstations a depot is distinguished, where each executor starts and ends its work, and where no task is performed. To perform the task the executor should drive–up to the workstation. Therefore, each task consists of two parts: 
driving–up to the workstation and performing of a job at this workstation. Consequently, the execution time is the sum of the driving–up time and the time the job is performed. Such a generalization defines a new scheduling problem in which the routes of executors are to be determined. In the paper a simple scheduling problem with independent, non-preemptive tasks and unrelated executors as well as the same ready times is considered. However, it deals with the situation when each executor to perform the job should drive-up to a place 
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(workstation), where this job should be done. All assumptions made for the classical scheduling problem are valid. Moreover, it is assumed that at every workstation only one task can be performed and each executor should begin and end its movement at the depot. No distinction between the set of tasks and the set of workstations in notation is introduced. Both sets are denoted by }...,,2,1{ H=H , where H is the number of tasks (workstations). 
The depot is denoted by 1+= Hh . Then { }1+∪= HHH  is the set of workstations with 
the depot. Analogously, R and R are the set of executors and the number of executors, 
respectively. The execution time hr,τ  of the task h performed by the executor r is the sum 
of the time hr,τ  the job h is performed at the workstation and the driving-up time hgr ,,

~τ  to 
the workstation h from the other workstation g, i.e. =hr,τ  hgrhr ,,,

~ττ + . Let us define a 
decision variable as a three-dimensional binary matrix 
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On the decision matrix γ  the constraints are imposed which guarantee obtaining the 
admissible solutions, i.e. routes for the executors in the form of Hamilton cycles. The sequences of workstations with the depot as the beginning and the end form the routes 
being the expressions denoted by 

rMjrr jm ...,,2,1))(( ==M , where )( jmr  and rM  are the 
thj  element of the route and length of the route, respectively. The value of the hjmr =)( , 

rMj ...,,2,1=  is equal to the index of workstation (task) for which 1)(),1(, =− jmjmr rr
γ . 

The control of a group of executors (vehicles) being the decision making sub-problem at the lower level, really consists of the motion control of individual executors and the traffic control (co-ordination) of a group of executors to avoid collisions with stationary and moving obstacles. It is obvious that the motion control of individual executor, which consists in reaching a final state for a given initial state, cannot be set irrespective of other executors, because the control algorithm has to know their positions (the states, in general). The group of R moving executors (e.g. mobile robots) is considered. The vehicles move in a common working space. The discrete model of the rth executor in the state space is given 
with 

r
u  as the control variable. In order to evaluate the movement of the executor a local 

performance index is proposed. The driving-up times are the indirect result of this level 
decision making. Therefore, the matrix τ  of all driving-up times depends on =

∆
u  

}..,,2,1,)( ...,2,1,0, Rrur ={ =νν , where u is the set of all control variables for the executors. 
The details are given in [3]. Consequently, the following equations hold: )(~ uτ G= , 

== ))(,(),( uγτγ GQQ  uM,),( QQ ∆
=uM , where ∆

=M }...,,2,1:{ Rrr =M . Finally, for 
given data of the sub-problems at both levels, the two-level decision making problem 
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consists in the determination of routes M  to minimize (1) as well as of motion control 
variables u for individual executors, which satisfy the local strategy. 

2.2. On-line solution algorithm 
The on-line algorithm is a special case of the adaptive algorithm given in [3]. In the current 
decision step n  it consists in the mapping of tasks from the set )(nH ′′  of not performed 
tasks to free executors which belong to the set )(nR ′′ . The mapping is performed according 
to a heuristic rule. Let us denote by )(nhr  the index of the workstation, where there is a 
free executor from the set )(nR ′′ . The algorithm is composed of five steps (Fig. 2): 
1. Fix 1)0(,)0()0(,0 +==′′=′′= Hhn rRRH,H , Rr ,...,2,1= . 
2. For successive executors from 1 until )(nR ′′ : a.  Select the task *h  of the least number 
which fulfils the inequality *),(,,),(,, ),(,ˆˆ ** hhnhhnhrhrhnhrhr rr

≠′′∈+≤+ Hττττ  and 
assign it to the executor r, b.  Set }{)()( *hnn −′′=′′ HH . If 0>n  go to Step 4, otherwise 
go to Step 3. 3. Run the lower level control algorithm. 
4. For the event n determine the set )(nR ′′  as well as the workstation )(nhr  for 

)(...,,2,1 nRr ′′=  and set 1+= nn . If 0)( >′′ nH , i.e. if the set )(nH ′′  is non-empty go to 
Step 2, otherwise go to Step 5. 
5. If RnR =′′ )(  finish the motion control algorithm. Otherwise, assign the task 1+= Hh  
to all executors belonging to the set )(nR ′′  and go to Step 4. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Block scheme of the on-line algorithm. 

2.3. One-level decision making problem with interval processing times 
The decision making in the two-level system is difficult and very time consuming. However, it turned out that it is possible to evaluate the driving-up times in the form of 
intervals ],[

,,,,,, hgrhgrhgr τττ ∈  with given bounds and in the consequence to investigate 
the one-level uncertain problem [4]. To manage the uncertainty the robust approach has 
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been employed with the worst case relative regret function. Then it is necessary to minimize  

)(
)()(max)( *

*

τ
ττγγ

Tτ Q
Q,Qz −

=
∈

 
with respect to γ , where )(* τQ  is the optimal value of )( τγ,Q  for fixed τ . The following 
algorithm enables us to obtain the optimal solution. 1. For each executor separately solve the deterministic problem for the elements of matrix 
τ  as follows: hgrhgr ,,,,

ττ = , hgshgs ,,,,
ττ =  for rs ≠  and calculate )(* τQ . 

2. Solve the deterministic problem for the matrix τ  with the elements hgr ,,
τ  calculated 

according to the expression )(/ *
,,,, τQhgrhgr ττ = . 

3. Decision making in a production system with transport of materials 
Let us consider a production and transportation system consisting of three parts [1] (Fig.3): 
a. transport of a raw material from the inventory INR to production units kP...,,P,P 21 , b. 
set of parallel production units processing the raw material, c. transport of a product to the 
inventory INP. Let us introduce the following notation: iT1  – the transportation time of the 
raw material from INR to iP , iT2  – the execution time of the operation in the ith unit, 

iT3  – the transportation time of the product from iP  to INP, iu  – the amount of the raw 
material assigned to iP , U –the global amount of the raw material. Let us assume that the 
production units are described by inequalities ),(2 iiii wuT ϕ≤ , ki ...,,2,1= , where 

1Rwi ∈  is a parameter and iϕ  is a known increasing function of iu  (e.g. iii uwT ≤2 ). The 
parameter iw  is unknown and it is assumed to be a value of the uncertain variable [2] iw  
described by a certainty distribution )( ii wh  (Fig. 4) given by an expert. The system may be 
considered as a complex of parallel operations. Each operation consists of three parts: the 
          

 
Figure 3. Production system with 

transport of materials. 
Figure 4. Triangular certainty 

distribution. 
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transport of the raw material, the processing of the raw material and the transport of the 
product. The execution time of the whole complex }...,,,max{ 21 kTTTT = , where 

iiii TTTT 321 ++=  is the execution time of the i-th operation. The complex decision plant 
with the output T  and the input ),...,,( 21 kuuuu = , Uuuu k =+++ ...21 , is then described 
by the relation {max≤T }),( iiii wu τϕ +  , ki ...,,2,1= , where iii TT 31 +=τ .  

For a user's requirement α≤T , the decision problem consists in finding the raw 
material distribution *u  maximizing a certainty index of the soft property "the greatest 
possible value T is approximately less or equal α ", i.e. maximizing 

]~}),({max[ ατϕ ≤+ iiii
i

wuv .)(]}~),([...]~),({[ ∆
1111 uvwuwuv kkkk =≤+∧∧≤+= ατϕατϕ  

According to definitions of certainty indexes (see e.g. [2]) 
)(maxminmaxarg
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uDwiu
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iwii∈

= , 
where }),(:{)( 1

iiiiiiwi wuRwuD ταϕ −≤∈= . 
As an example, let us consider the distribution problem for two production units 

described by inequalities 1121 uwT ≤ , 2222 uwT ≤  and triangular certainty distributions 
)( 11 wh , )( 22 wh  (Fig. 4). For reasonably chosen value α  one obtains 1)(0 * << uv  and 
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111
*
1 )~)(( −−−≤≤ dwu τα  (see [1]). For example, if 8=U , 

12=α , 2~
1 =w , 3~

2 =w , 121 == dd , 41 =τ , 22 =τ  then 4.4*
1 ≈u , 6.3*

2 ≈u , 
82.0)( *

≈uv , which means that the requirement α≤T  will be approximately satisfied 
with the certainty index 82.0 . If 021 == ττ  (the transportation times are neglected) then 

8)2,4(max12 =−=α  and 5*
1 ≈u , 3*

2 ≈u , 6.0)( *
≈uv . It shows how the distribution 

( 21, uu ) is changed if the transportation times are taken into account. 
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